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Fractional exponents worksheet

This worksheet presents ten problems. Students need to find the value of each expression or simplify the expression. Page 2 [Start] This worksheet is a PDF document. Adobe Acrobat Reader needs Adobe Acrobat Reader to display the worksheet or answers. Each worksheet can consist of several pages, scroll down to see everything.
Are you ready to learn how to work with fractional exponents? (Need help with negative exponents, click here for our super simple 3-step explanation) Before you learn how to work with fractional exponents and use them to express forces and roots together, let's review a quick vocabulary: It's important that you're familiar with identifying
the root index and radicand before you go any further. Note: If a radical symbol does not contain a main index value, the number 2 is implied (square root). Example: The radicand is 64 and the main index is 3. The left side of the equation implies the cube root of 64 Now that you are able to identify the root index and the radicand, you are
ready to understand fractionexponenten. A fractional exponent is another way to express forces and roots together. You will now learn how to express a value in radical form or as a value with a fractional exponent. Example: Print the square root of 49 as a fractional exponent. Note that we can rewrite 49 as 49 ^1 because they are
equivalent (you will see in a minute why this is useful)In this case, the square root of 49 is equal to 49^(1/2) because they are both equal to 7.But why? Why is the square root of 49 equal to 49^(1/2)? Here's the rule you use to work with fractional exponents from now on: Now, let's apply the above rule to two more examples:Example A: If
you need a quick and easy way to convert between radical expressions and expressions with fractional exponents, then you take advantage of the many free online fractional exponents calculators that are available. This free fractional exponents calculator from www.calculatorsoup.com shares all the steps involved in converting and also
simplifies. To use the fractional exponent calculator, simply enter the base value, value of the counter, and value of the denominator, and press calculate. This worksheet fractures will create problems for practicing dissolving fractures with exponents. Click here for More Breaks Worksheets In this worksheet, we'll practice simplifying
fractional exponents and converting between exponential and radical expressions. Q1: Simplify 364×××(16)����. Q2: Express x��� in the form �√a�. A�√x� B√x� C��√x D�√x Q5: When exponents are written as decimals, they can be converted into 11=11.���This makes it easier to write the expressions in radical
form: 11=√11.���Now, write 7� in radical form. A√5� A√5� C7�� D√7 E√5�� Q6: Write 11� in radical form. A√11� B11�� C√11�� D√19 E11�� Q9: 32=32=32×32×32=√32=2=8�������. In general, a�� means the xth exponent of the
yth root of one. So, 32� means the fifth root of 32, in cubes. Evaluate 16��. Q11: 81=81=√81=(3)=27����. In this example, we could see that 0.75 equals 34, so we need to calculate the cube of the fourth root of 81.Evaluate 16�. Q12: 216=216=216×216×216=√216×√216×√216���������������. This
is an example of the use of rational exponents to represent radicals. So, 216�� means the cube root of 216 or �√216. Evaluate 27��. Q16: Completely simplify 5.0625�. Q21: 49=49=49=49==√49×����. This is an example of the use of rational exponents to represent radicals. So, 49�� means the square
root of 49 or 7.Evaluate 25��. Q22: ab means the cth exponent of the dth root of ab. In the example shown, we can evaluate the counter and denominator separately..827=827=√8√27=23=49��������. Evaluate �. Q23: 49=49=49×49=√49×√49��������. This is an example of the use of
rational exponents to represent radicals. So, 49�� means the square root of 49 or √49. Evaluate 16��. Q24: Which of the following equals 9? A81�� B9�� C�� D8.5�� E18�� Related Topics: More lessons for Algebra II Math Worksheets Examples, videos, worksheets, solutions and activities to help Algebra 1 students learn about
fractional forces, fractional exponents, and rational exponents. The following diagram shows how to convert between rational powers and radical notation. Scroll down the page for more examples and solutions of rational powers. Fractional exponential problem Step by step procedures for simplifying numerical expressions with fractional
and negative exponents Examples: (1) 9-2 (2) 82/3 (3) 322/5 (4) 27-1/3 (5) (1/2)-2 2 (-32)-3/5 (7) 161/2 (8) (4/81)3/2 Step-by-step solutions show Evaluation of numbers increased to fractional exponents Many examples of evaluating numbers that have risen to fractional exponents are shown along with the general rules. Examples: (1)
82/3 (2) -163/4 (3) (-93/4)2 (4) 275/6 × 27 -1/6 (5) (8-1/3 + 27-1/3)2 Show Step-by-step solutions Fractional forces Understand how forces that are fractures work in this quick and simple video. Show Step-by-step Solutions Fractional Exponents Show Step-by-Step Solutions Try the free Mathway calculator and troubleshooter below to
practice different mathematical topics. Try the examples, or type your own problem and check your answer with the step-by-step explanation. We welcome your feedback, comments and questions about this site or page. Send your feedback or questions via our feedback page. Page.
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